
Features
Status

Please the  regarding features, community engagement in the roadmap process and the translation of features into release VIVO Roadmap Process
planning and sprint. The features on this page have been used in the VIVO roadmap process. Please continue to suggest features as we go forward.

This page has been created to capture suggested Features

During Working Group and other meetings, a wide variety of features are discussed and many times participants suggest VIVO features that should be 
implemented. This page provides a place to capture ideas for new features and can be used by anyone to add their suggestions. Note that just because 
you propose the feature doesn't imply that you have to be tasked with creating it.

Note that as of 3/17/2015 when this page was created it was seeded with data from the Task Force Recommendations because they are both closely 
aligned.

Proposing a feature   commit you to leading it – please do share your ideas!does not

If possible please create a page for the designated feature which can hold the details of the feature and links to relevant JIRA tickets.

Name of Proposed Feature Name of Person(s) Proposing the 
Feature

Date 
Proposed

List of individuals supporting 
the feature

ex. Standard Visualization Suite Layne Johnson, Jonathan Markow, 
Jonathan Breeze

2015-02-03 In Progress

Linked Open Data — Let's define a strategy of how to have real LOD 
and link our VIVO's

Don Elsborg, Jing Wang 2015-02-12 Not yet

Dev Ops - 3-tier build, docker containers, unit tests, coding standards, 
code documentation

Patrick West 2015-02-13 Not yet

UI/UX - new default theme, usability studies (by role), Patrick West 2015-02-13 Not yet

Documentation/Help - better documentation, tutorials, better search, 
use VIVO

Patrick West 2015-02-13 Not yet

       

Don Elsborg add proposed task force to table   13 Feb 2015

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/VIVO/VIVO+Roadmap+Process
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